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Introduction

Irish Bones Abroad

James Ramey and Norman Cheadle

Hombre de ojos anti-miopes exploradores de infinidad.
—Alejandra Pizarnik, “Dédalus Joyce” (1955)

In October 2019, Dublin’s city council proposed to repatriate the remains of 
James Joyce from his resting place in Zurich’s Fluntern Cemetery. Dublin of-
ficials apparently hoped to have him back from Switzerland in time for the 
centenary celebration of the 1922 publication of Ulysses. There were, how-
ever, thorny legal, diplomatic, and political obstacles, among them the un-
comfortable fact that Ireland had refused Nora Barnacle’s request to have a 
representative attend her husband´s funeral in Zurich. Furthermore, as Fritz 
Senn, founder of the Zurich James Joyce Foundation, pointed out at the time, 
“There seems to be no evidence that Joyce wanted to return to Ireland or 
even be buried there. . . . He never took Irish citizenship when he could have 
done it. Most Joyce experts would agree.” Despite the apparent absurdity of 
what Senn has dubbed “the Battle of the Bones,”1 this fait divers resurrects 
a host of thematic clusters important to Joyce, ones he explored deeply and 
sought to question and complicate: exile/nostos, travel/stasis, displacement/
rootedness, nation/transnation, living/nonliving, human/posthuman, chaos/
cosmos, borders/borderlessness, and so forth. True to form, Joyce’s bones re-
fuse to lie down obediently in one place and stay there. This is reminiscent 
of a scene from the Wake in which Finnegan begins to rise from the dead 
but desists when his mourners coax him back into oblivion: “Now be aisy, 
good Mr. Finnimore, sir. And take your laysure like a god on pension and 
don’t be walking abroad” (FW 24.16–17). Of course, Joyce would be “abroad” 
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whether in Dublin or Zurich, whether viewed as the Irish Joyce or the cosmo-
politan Joyce, for one cannot easily confine such a writer to a fixed homeland. 
We might wish, with Bloom, that Joyce had a “telephone in the coffin” (U 
868–69), so we could traverse all manner of borders and ask him to decide for 
himself. But even if we could, the answer in death would surely be something 
like those he gave in life: “Nes. Yo.” (U 15.2766). And just as well, since Joyce 
needs no bones to be “walking abroad” in all the borderless senses of that 
term.
 Borders, boundaries, barriers: Joyce’s writing leaps over, confounds, or 
simply sneaks past them all. This volume is dedicated to the many ways in 
which Joyce crosses borders and transcends conventional divisions. And to 
how his works—and even his bones—continue to find new ways of doing 
so. The young Stephen Dedalus professed his faith in “silence, cunning, and 
exile” (P 247). Joyce’s work, too, willfully braves exile and ceaselessly renews 
its inventiveness, even as his readers draw new resources from its silences. Like 
the 2019 Joyce Without Borders Symposium in Mexico City that inspired it, 
this collective book of peer-reviewed research articles seeks to honor Joycean 
borderlessness, which involves not the total erasure or abolition of borders but 
rather a rethinking of borders as delimiting membranes, more or less sensi-
tive, more or less permeable; or as negotiable constructs that at once create 
and manage difference; or, again, as apparatuses that both generate and regu-
late differentials. For Joyce, borders are the articulable loci of problems, in ev-
ery sense of this word, and are therefore copious drivers of creation.
 The very fact of 180 Joyceans convening in the Global South for the first 
time, in order to share ideas and celebrate Bloomsday 2019, enacted an in-
augural gesture of borderlessness. Joyce studies has always been intellectually 
international and cosmopolitan, even while its main activities have been in-
stitutionally limited to Europe, the United States, and Canada. That is, Joyce 
studies has traditionally been more interested in the politics and poetics of 
exile than in the experience of it. By choosing Mexico City, for the first time 
in its fifty-odd-year tradition, the international Joyce symposium stepped out-
side its usual unspoken borders to take place in the Global South and specifi-
cally in Latin America.
 And yet, such an exilic gesture by scholars of Joyce cannot be viewed in 
vacuo, untouched by long-running academic debates about the tropes of 
modernist expatriation, exile, and self-exile. Earlier generations of scholars, 
including Malcolm Cowley, Harry Levin, Raymond Williams, Paul Fussell, 
and Malcolm Bradbury, might have viewed the Joyceans’ journey to Mexico 
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City unquestioningly, as an echo of what Bradbury famously called the mod-
ernists’ search for the “ideal distant city,” a locus that is “the place of art’s very 
making.”2 But later voices have been skeptical of such uncritical exaltations. 
Caren Kaplan, for example, might suggest that by going to Mexico, the Joyce 
industry was nostalgically commemorating the “artist in exile” figured in 
Dedalus-Joyce, and thus institutionally echoing the posture of Euro-Ameri-
can modernism that she deftly critiques in Questions of Travel. Building on 
Mary Louise Pratt’s work, Kaplan deconstructs the opposition of “modernist 
exile” and what she calls “postmodern tourism” by linking both to a genea-
logy of colonialism and Euro-imperial conquest.3 It therefore seems worth 
asking whether a Joyce symposium in an “exilic” locale like Mexico City (or a 
book of essays occasioned by such a conference) risks recapitulating the ahis-
torical, essentializing pattern delineated by Kaplan.
 A powerful rejoinder to this line of critique would be to note that each 
and every scholar who made the journey to Mexico City in 2019 did so in 
full knowledge that the symposium was organized in the context of an un-
precedented rhetorical and political victimization of Mexico and Mexicans 
by a president of the United States. “Build the wall,” Donald Trump’s odious 
rally mantra, had made the US-Mexico border into a synecdoche for border 
troubles writ large. The US-Mexico border connects the two most economi-
cally unequal neighbors on the planet, and so Trump’s bullying of Mexico 
by fetishizing the border had come to emblematize his politics of xenopho-
bia, racism, and imperialism. In this light, a “borderless” Joyce symposium in 
Mexico City in 2019 was understood by the participants not as postmodern 
tourism but as the deployment of a site of resistance to that noxious border 
discourse, a focal point from which the community of Joyce scholars could 
make, with quiet eloquence, a strong statement, walking abroad collectively.
 Another reason that Mexico City made for a compelling symposium 
venue is that the act of stepping beyond one’s artificial frontiers often pro-
duces ipso facto a salutary change of perspective, one that destabilizes reified 
notions and deepens possibilities for sociohistorical awareness. As the sym-
posium underscored, although Joyce never journeyed to Mexico, modernism 
certainly did. In the early twentieth century, Mexico City served as a kind 
of Latin American Paris, a destination where many modernist figures trav-
eled, including Katherine Anne Porter, Langston Hughes, D. H. Lawrence, 
Edward Weston, Tina Modotti, Antonin Artaud, André Breton, Malcolm 
Lowry, Sergei Eisenstein, and Leonora Carrington. Mexico City, like Havana 
and Buenos Aires, was an important node in the network of transnational 
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modernism, where Mexican writers and artists—Diego Rivera, Frida Kahlo, 
José Clemente Orozco, David Alfaro Siqueiros, Lupe Marín, Manuel Álvarez 
Bravo, José Gorostiza, Carlos Pellicer, Salvador Novo, and Xavier Villaurru-
tia, among many others—were developing their own vernacular avant-garde 
languages and aesthetics. Indeed, several of the Mexican writers on this list 
formed a group called Los Contemporáneos, which published a small maga-
zine from 1927 to 1928 called Ulises, inspired by Joyce’s novel, in which sev-
eral of Joyce’s poems and prose texts were published in Spanish translation. 
Moreover, during the 1930s and 1940s, Mexico City became more like a Latin 
American Zurich by welcoming numerous Spanish intellectuals and artists 
(including Luis Cernuda, Max Aub, José Moreno Villa, Juan Rejano, and 
Luis Buñuel) and offering them refuge from the Spanish Civil War and its 
catastrophic aftermath. Later, it fulfilled a similar function during the wave 
of Southern Cone dictatorships in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. One of those 
exiles, the Chilean-born Roberto Bolaño, revives and renews the historical 
Mexican avant-garde in Los detectives salvajes [The Savage Detectives] (1998), 
naming one of his Mexico City protagonists Ulises, which serves as a sugges-
tive intertext both for Joyce’s novel and for the journal of Los Contemporá-
neos. In sum, Mexico City’s modernist bona fides, combined with the fact 
that the 2019 symposium was the first of its kind to showcase Joyce scholar-
ship being done in Spanish by Latin Americans, argue persuasively against 
claims of essentialization or ahistoricity.
 While the Joyce Without Borders project (including both the Mexico 
City symposium and the scholarly volume you are reading) does therefore 
appear to mark a new and productive departure in Joyce studies, in a very real 
way it also represents a continuity, an extension of what Joycean scholarship 
has always done. In the introduction to her celebrated 1998 collective volume 
Transcultural Joyce, Karen Lawrence wrote:

“Transcultural Joyce,” the theme of the IX International James Joyce 
Symposium in Seville, Spain, has been, in a sense, the organizing idea 
of all Joyce symposia. Dublin, Paris, Zurich, Frankfurt, Copenhagen, 
Venice, Monaco, Seville—this roll call of European cities indicates how 
Joyce, and Joyceans, have traveled across national boundaries. The Se-
ville Symposium assembled scholars and writers particularly well ac-
quainted with a multicultural, multilinguistic Joyce, one who “trans-
lates” across more than European borders.4
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The italicized phrase appears to hold out a promise, one that was only par-
tially fulfilled by transatlantic hops to Austin or Buffalo or Toronto. Lawrence 
and the contributing authors to her volume had already taken on board the 
postcolonial turn in Joycean studies, spearheaded by Seamus Deane, Terry 
Eagleton, Emer Nolan, Declan Kiberd, and Vincent Cheng.5 Lawrence’s 
transcultural Joyce is a rehistoricized author whose Irishness can be no more 
unproblematically taken for granted than can his cosmopolitanism. There-
fore, the transcultural Joyce of Seville flows conceptually, via myriad streams, 
into the “borderless Joyce” of Mexico City.
 The dramatic transborder leap to Mexico was also prefigured by the 2014 
book TransLatin Joyce, which follows the transcultural Joyce into the ca-
pacious Latin world, where, as articulated in the introduction by César A. 
Salgado, with Brian L. Price and John Pedro Schwartz, “a metropolitan and 
peripheral Joyce became a key point of reference in the writings of Iberian 
and Ibero-American pre-boom, boom, and post-boom authors.”6 Given 
the impact of Joyce in Latin American literature, whose boom in turn “re-
defined world literary space,” Salgado, Price, and Schwartz boldly posit that 
“Ibero-American literature has so fully assumed the mantle—or the author 
function—of ‘Joyce’ that it becomes possible to argue that Joyce’s legacy is 
at present best valued and understood from the vantage point of postcolo-
nial writing in Spanish and Portuguese.”7 This of course does not imply a bid 
to displace other forms of Eurocentrism with a competing “Ibero-American 
centrism,” nor even a bid to adopt an exclusively transatlantic paradigm: “The 
planetary nature of this oceanic network [of global Joycean transmissions] 
is not adequately described by the ‘transatlantic’ label either.”8 Rather, the 
TransLatin Joyce editors have in mind Antonio Benítez Rojo’s theory of the 
Caribbean as a “meta-archipelago” that “has the virtue of having neither a 
boundary nor a center.”9 Neither boundary nor center: this is how one might 
characterize the notion of Joycean borderlessness, and it describes elegantly 
the compass of the present volume.

Happenstance has determined that our book has thirteen essays—“Silly su-
perstition that about thirteen” (U 6.827)—which we present in four parts. 
Part I, “Latin American Circulations,” takes up again the theme of the im-
mensely fruitful presence of Joyce in Latin America. It opens with César A. 
Salgado’s “Gifts of Joyce in Cuba’s Grupo Orígenes: Reciprocal Scholarship 
on José Lezama Lima and His Circle.” At the heart of this sweeping essay 
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lies a special copy of Ulises in José Salas Subirat’s translation, gifted by José 
Lezama Lima to his friend Ángel Gaztelu, a Spanish priest and poet. That gift 
is the imago—to use a favorite term of Lezama’s—of what Salgado sees as a 
reciprocal exchange that enriches our understanding of both Cuban literature 
and Joyce’s work. As a vehicle of exchange, such a gift perforates barriers both 
cultural and geopolitical, as Salgado puts it, “by Joycean means.” But Salgado 
goes further to appeal for a transfer of “Joyce industry” methodology to the 
nascent “Lezama industry.” Uniquely well placed as a witness and participant 
over the past few decades of those parallel scholarly enterprises, Joycean and 
Lezamian, Salgado frames his essay in a personal narrative that puts Joyce 
studies in the context of Latin American literature in an unprecedented way, 
codifying important knowledge about the history of Joyce studies in Latin 
America in a manner that future scholars can benefit from.
 The Argentine translator of that gifted copy of Ulises (first published in 
1945) is the subject of Norman Cheadle’s contribution, “Metempsychotic 
Bloom: José Salas Subirat, Argentine Noman-Dragoman-Everyman.” Salas 
Subirat’s translation, the first in the Hispanic world, was almost required 
reading for a whole generation of young writers in Argentina, such as the sub-
sequently famous Alejandra Pizarnik (1936–72), whose 1955 poem “Dédalus 
Joyce” is cited in our epigraph. The essay argues that the obscure translator 
of that first Spanish version of Ulysses, strikingly Bloomian according to his 
biographer Lucas Petersen, served as the real-life model for a literary charac-
ter in Leopoldo Marechal’s Ulyssean novel Adán Buenosayres (1948). Bloom’s 
ghost, avatar of an already long line of literary transmigrations going back to 
antiquity, thus crosses not only the Atlantic but also the border between liter-
ary and social text, in his odyssey from humble origins to quasi-heroic status 
in the Argentine literary pantheon.
 Michael Wood’s “Melodies of Underdevelopment” tunefully closes part 
I by returning to Cuba, this time via the serious business of humor and of 
the joke doing its “busy and belated imperial work” or, more hilariously, 
“failing to do it.” Wood dubs Joyce one of the “great singers” of the “melo-
dies in underdevelopment” and reminds us of the continued pertinence of 
the term subaltern: “it is certainly relevant in all situations of perceived dif-
ferences of power and status, and it often seems a precise synonym for the 
under developed person or his or her rank.” Exploring the resonance between 
Cuba and Ireland as two Catholic island cultures “formed and deformed by 
colonialism” (in the words of M. Teresa Caneda Cabrera), and between Joyce 
and writers such as Edmundo Desnoes or Guillermo Cabrera Infante, Wood 
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at once expounds and performs the dialectics of humorous intervention in 
asymmetrical power relations of all kinds, making us think by laughing and 
laugh while thinking. The borderline between what is properly in place and 
the apparently out of place is left full of holes big enough to drive a Trojan 
horse through.
 Part II includes four chapters under the heading of “Joyce, the Sciences, 
and Posthumanism,” the wording of which expresses a kind of caveat about 
the neatness of theoretical labels. The term posthumanism refers not to a well-
defined area of theory but to an evolving collection of debates characterized 
by constant flux, dispute, and permutation. Most scholars trace its origins to 
the work of Ihab Hassan, who, in the 1970s, argued for the need to move past 
certain oppositions central to humanism, including humanity/nature and 
myth/technology. In the first two decades of the twenty-first century, there 
has been a vast, dynamic, and multipronged proliferation of efforts across 
many fields to interrogate and resignify these oppositions under the aegis of 
posthumanism, all of which seek to decenter notions of the human in relation 
to the environment, social systems, and even thought itself. Although some 
scholars insist on restrictive versions of what can be considered posthuman-
ism, in the present volume we adopt a relatively expansive and welcoming 
scope for the field, as a way of introducing readers to the subject and avoiding 
scholarly turf wars, which have been a staple of posthumanism from its incep-
tion. Nothing less is required by a book about Joycean borderlessness.
 Part II opens with James Ramey’s “Vampiric Textuality: Posthumanist 
Parasitology in Ulysses.” Drawing on the parasite theory of Michel Serres and 
Jacques Derrida, the essay revisits the classic conundrum in Joyce studies of 
Stephen Dedalus’s “vampire poem” to argue that its “parasitism” on a tradi-
tional Gaelic poem, unlike one-way biological parasitism, is an example of 
“two-way parasitism” or “double-mouthed vampirism.” This phenomenon, 
embedded as an instance of crypsis in the textual body of Ulysses, stands as 
a posthumanist model of textuality in which “the vampiric text . . . is no lon-
ger secondary or supplemental to speech, but rather serves as a vehicle for 
formal elements and ideational systems that Joyce figures as parasites: enti-
ties that are neither living nor nonliving.” In this posthumanist concept of 
textuality, both parasite and parasitized gain “vampiric immortality,” and the 
debate about the significance of Stephen’s vampire poem is given a theoretical 
transfusion.
 Ramey reminds us that Joyce himself coined the term posthuman, but 
Brenna MacDougall adopts an interrogative stance for her “Posthuman 


